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The International Mathematical Olympiad is the culminating math contest for high school
students around the world. Every year, over 100 countries send around 600 contestants
cumulatively to participate in the IMO. For the past two years, the IMO has been held virtually
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. IMO 2022 was the first year back to the traditional on-site
event, held in Oslo, Norway this year.
This year the Canadian IMO team was composed of three returning members; Warren Bei
(Vancouver, BC), Kevin Min (California, USA), and Zixiang Zhou (London, ON), and three new
members; Evan Lu (Windsor, ON), Kaixin Wang (Vancouver, BC), and James Yang (Oakville,
ON). Interestingly, almost everyone on the team came from a different part of North America this
year. The team was chosen based on their performances in the Canadian Mathematical
Olympiad (CMO), the Asian-Pacific Mathematical Olympiad (APMO), or the United States of
America Mathematical Olympiad (USAMO). The Canadian Open Mathematics Challenge in late
October 2021 was the qualifying competition for these Olympiads.
Before heading to Oslo, the team trained for two weeks at the University of New Brunswick in
Fredericton, NB. Some of the local students joined us for the first few days, and our trainers
were Ivan Zelich, Samer Seraj, Dorette Pronk, Antonio Molina Lovett, Caleb Ji (the team leader),
and Alex Song (the deputy leader). They gave us intriguing lectures on diverse topics, including
equations over finite fields, projective geometry, Ramsey theory, combinatorial nullstellensatz,
generating functions, graph theory, and the moving points technique. We also did four mock IMO
tests to help practice under IMO conditions.

After a long day of training we often went back to our residence, Bridges House, and relaxed in
the lounge where we played card games such as president, EMS, poker, and signal. We also
took some time to explore Fredericton, visiting a board games cafe and a bridge with
picturesque views of the St. John River. On Canada Day, we went on an excursion to Fundy
Park, where we walked along the beaches and hiked in the forest to a waterfall. On July 4th, we
went bowling and experienced a “haunted hike”: a walk around Fredericton guided by actors
pretending to be ghosts from local folklore.
We departed Fredericton on July 7th, arriving at the IMO in Oslo on July 8th which was a day
earlier than the official arrival day. We rested before spending the next day meeting up with
teams from other countries. A few of us went on a walk around Oslo with the Lithuanian team,
where we visited the Royal Palace and the Oslo Opera House.
The opening ceremony was held at Oslo Concert Hall on July 10th. We listened to some
Norwegian singers and some speeches, walked on stage during the team parade, and were
surprised when the ceremony concluded with a shower of big bouncing balls.

Then the contest days arrived. The IMO is split into two contest days each featuring 3 problems
to be solved in 4.5 hours. Full proofs are required to get the maximum of 7 points per problem,
for a total of 42 available points. The first problem of day 1 was a combinatorics problem with
some fun flavour text, where a person named Marianne moved around aluminum/bronze coins
from the Bank of Oslo. Our entire team scored 7 points on this problem, and we later learned
that Marianne is the name of the mayor of Oslo, which was quite amusing. The second problem
of day 1 was an algebra problem that was a fun mix of functional equations and inequalities.
Our entire team solved this problem as well, although one team member ended up losing 1
point for not explicitly verifying that the answer indeed satisfied the functional equation. The
third problem of day 1 was a tricky number theory problem with

combinatorial flavour involving arranging primes into a circle. I managed to solve this problem,
and the rest of the team made progress that received many partial points.
On day 2, the first problem was a geometry problem involving a pentagon, some strange
side/angle conditions, and asked to prove four points were on a circle. Our team found this
problem surprisingly challenging, attaining only four solves, and we all lost a significant amount
of time working on this problem. The second problem was a number theory problem, asking to
solve a Diophantine equation. Fortunately, we have all seen a similar problem during training, so
this problem went a lot smoother for most of us. Five team members scored 7 on this problem,
and the other received 2 points for significant progress. The third problem of day 2 was a
combinatorics problem featuring uphill paths on a Nordic square. Despite being the most
challenging problem of day 2, two team members fully solved this problem, and I got 1 point for
partial progress.
After the contest days, we went on an excursion to The Norwegian Folk Museum, where we saw
some traditional house decorations and learned a bit about the history of Norway. Later that day,
we were invited to the Oslo City Hall by the mayor of Oslo, where we had a reception and saw
the beautiful wall paintings of the city hall. The next day, we went to the Tusenfryd Adventure
Park and enjoyed going on various rides. We ended both days by hanging out at Rebel, an office
building reserved for the IMO that contained many cards and board games.
Meanwhile, our leaders were busy with coordination, the process where our scores for the
problems were fairly determined. Thanks to their work, we mostly received all 7s on the
problems we had solved, even though a few of us were worried about losing points for small
details. As we checked the scoreboard in the main hotel, St. Olavs, we began to realize this
may be one of the easiest IMOs in recent history. We learned about the medal cutoffs later in
the evening of July 14th: 23 for bronze, 29 for silver, and 34 for gold. For comparison, the
bronze cutoff is usually around 14 from solving two problems. Despite the insanely high cutoffs,
team Canada achieved two gold medals, two silver medals, one bronze medal, and one
honourable mention with a total score of 178, ranking 14th out of 104 countries. Three of our
team members, Warren Bei, Evan Lu, and Kaixin Wang, are still eligible for further IMOs, and
we hope they do even better next year!
We returned to the city hall the next day for the closing ceremony, where we received our
medals. Then, we had a farewell banquet at Rebel. We departed Oslo to head back to Canada
early in the morning of July 16th.

Participating in the IMO was an unforgettable experience. I am deeply thankful to all the
trainers, leaders, organizers, the Canadian Mathematical Society, sponsors like the Samuel
Beatty Fund, the University of New Brunswick, and everyone involved in making the IMO and
the training camps possible. I have learned a lot throughout my mathematical journey, and I
hope many others can also have this incredible experience.

